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BACKGROUND

Aspire Sports and Cultural Trust
was established in 2008 to provide
sport, leisure and cultural opportunities in
Gloucestershire and the surrounding areas.
Aspire Sports and Cultural Trust is a ‘Company Limited
by Guarantee’, not having any share capital. We have
charitable status and are a ‘not for profit’ organisation.
Aspire Sports and Cultural Trust is governed by a Board of up
to 11 Trustees, who give strategic guidance and support to the
Trust’s Management Team, which is led by the Chief Executive.
All of the Trustees are volunteers and receive no payment for
their role.
The Trustees are representatives of the local community
and surrounding areas and bring a wealth of experience
and expertise to the organisation with representatives from
education, business, community, sport, the voluntary sector
and the City Council.

TRUSTEES:
LIST OF TRUSTEES WHO SERVED ASPIRE SPORTS
AND CULTURAL TRUST DURING 2015 – 2016:
Mr Matthew Burgess – Chairman
Mrs Elizabeth Clegg
Mr Steve Elway – resigned 31/12/15
Mr Neil Hampson – (council nominee) appointed 21/05/15
Mr Richard Harrison – resigned 08/09/15
Mr Mark Hobbs – (council nominee) resigned 21/05/15
Mrs Kath Houson
Mr Andrew Pain
Mr Sajid Patel – (council nominee) resigned 21/05/15
Mrs Tarren A. Randle – (council nominee) appointed 21/05/15
Mr Martyn White
Mrs Audrey M. Wycherley

EXECUTIVE TEAM:
Mr Steve Elway, Chief Executive – retired 31/12/2015
Mr Bernie Jones, Chief Executive – appointed 7/12/2015
Mrs Jacquie Douglas, Director of Business /Deputy Chief Executive

REGISTERED
OFFICE:
GL1 Leisure Centre,
Bruton Way,
Gloucester
GL1 1DT

COMPANY
SECRETARY:
Mrs Jacquie Douglas
GL1 Leisure Centre,
Bruton Way,
Gloucester
GL1 1DT

CONTACT
DETAILS:
Web:www.aspiretrust.org.uk
Email: info@aspiretrust.org.uk
Tel: 01452 396601

Like all companies, Aspire Sports and Cultural Trust is governed
through its Memorandum and Articles of Association which
details the Charity’s purposes as well as vision, aims and
objectives.

Aspire’s vision is to:

‘Enrich the lives
of the community’
The Charity is a totally independent organisation and whilst it
currently receives a grant from the Gloucester City Council,
the majority of income the Charity generates comes from
customers who use our facilities. As indicated above, as a
registered charity with every penny surplus generated being
re-invested back into improving the leisure offer to the
people of Gloucester.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT

The Charity identified seven strategic aims to help us
“enrich the lives of our community”. They are as follows:

Welcome to Aspire Sports and Cultural Trust’s Performance
Review Annual Report for 2015-2016. This is the first time that we
have created this type of report but we wanted to share with
you the achievements of the Charity over the past 12 months
and look forward to the future with you.

• To make our facilities a place where people of all ages 		
and abilities will have access to high quality, enjoyable 		
cultural and sporting opportunities;
• To ensure that there will be assistance for people to 		
achieve a good introduction to sport, cultural and 		
physical activity and to participate and stay involved in
these pursuits through their lives;
• To maximise community involvement in developing the 		
charity and the facilities;
• To attract external funding to develop the organisation
and maximise the customer experience;
• To increase income by providing high quality services in a
safe environment through a varied and dynamic 		
programme of events and activities that appeal to the 		
local community and visitors to the City;
• To build on our established partnerships and create new
partnerships to maximise use of resources; and
• To expand the Trust by managing other facilities and 		
services and provide consultancy to other organisations to
create a successful and sustainable organisation;
Detailed on the following pages are examples of how we
have achieved some of our aims during the past 12 months.

I only joined Aspire Sports and Cultural Trust in December 2015, so I
take no credit for the achievements of the organisation over the past
12 months. The congratulations and credit should go to the Charity’s
Management Team and their Staff, led until December 2015 by Chief
Executive Steve Elway. Having served the community of Gloucester
for more than forty years and been instrumental in establishing
the Charity eight years ago, Steve decided the time was right to
take things a little more easily and retired to spend more time with
his family, playing a bit more golf and travelling. The Charity were
delighted that Gloucester City Council recognised his services to the
community in a special ceremony. The Charity wishes Steve well in his
retirement and thanks him for all the hard work he did in establishing
the Charity and putting it where it is today.
I am delighted to have joined Aspire at an exciting stage of its
development. Whilst due to the impact of the Local Government
Spending Review we are going through a period of total withdrawal
of support funding from Gloucester City Council, rather than mitigate
those reductions in funding by reducing expenditure we are taking
the opposite view and looking at ways to develop the opportunities
and activities available at our existing facilities and exploring new
and additional facilities in which we could expand our leisure offer to
the people of Gloucestershire.
This report provides an overview of our main achievements during
the year and outlines our plans for the future. Despite the continuing
difficult economic conditions; the continuing reduction in funding
support from Gloucester City Council due to the Local Government
Spending Review; and an ever increasing competitive marketplace,
it’s been a good year for Aspire Sports and Cultural Trust as we have
exceeded our financial targets for the year and achieved significant
surpluses that can be re-invested back in to the business. As a
registered charity every penny surplus that the Charity generates
goes back into the business to either improve the facilities, services or
activities that we deliver, so we are delighted once again to exceed
our targets and generate surpluses to re-invest.
Total attendances at our activities and facilities totalled over 846,000
with swimming activities generating the highest throughput with
over 375,000 visits at GL1 Leisure Centre. At a time when swimming
has been declining nationally, the range and quality of GL1’s pool
facilities as well as the variety in the programme has ensured our
attendances have remained high. The other key activity/facilities
attracting customers include Aspire Health and Fitness – 139,610;
Oxstalls Sports Park – 151,686; and GL1 dryside activities – 158,602.

However, the success of the Charity is not measured in financial performance or the
number of attendances but the difference the Charity has made to people’s lives.
Throughout this report there are examples and case studies demonstrating how the
Charity has helped to improve the quality of life for our customers and Gloucestershire
residents.
My thanks go to our Trustees who provide leadership and support to the Executive Team;
the Management and Staff who have excelled in delivering these excellent results and
our many partners who support our initiatives and whom we work with for shared goals.
Over the next few years, as we continue to absorb the reduction in support funding
to zero, we will continue to put our customers at the forefront of everything we do
and we will continue to ensure that we provide something for the whole family. Our
commitment to continuing to offer high quality facilities for all ages and abilities and to
create healthy lifestyle opportunities remains as strong as ever and we look forward to
continuing to serve the people of Gloucestershire for many years to come.

AIM 1:

The Charity focuses on providing
something for everyone, regardless of their
circumstances or their ability level. We have
programmes and activities for babies and
toddlers and have a number of regular users,
as detailed below, through to their eighties!

A place where
people of all ages
and abilities will
have access to high
quality, enjoyable
cultural and sporting
opportunities:

SWIMMING PROGRAMME
Our customer swimming lessons attract over
2,000 children every week, from parent and toddler sessions
through to teenagers and a further 1,100 children attend swimming
lessons with their schools. For those who have a talent or wish to
pursue their interest further we have strong links with Gloucester
Swimming Club. The Charity also works in partnership with Level Water, a
charity that provides 1-2-1 swimming lessons to physically disabled children
between the ages of 4 – 11 years of age. With many aquatic activities
available once a person has learnt to swim, it is no wonder that swimming
attendances exceed quarter of a million every year!
Harrison is a 10 year old boy who has a rare syndrome called CHARGE. Harrison is
partially sighted and profoundly deaf and all of his senses are impaired. Harrison’s
mum has indicated that “since starting Level Water lessons Harrison has made superb
progress thanks to his own positive attitude and his fabulous teacher Jo Little. Jo
and Harrison have developed their own way of communicating in the water
that allows Harrison to follow Jo’s instructions. There is always plenty of
laughter and Harrison trusts Jo when she challenges him to make
progress or introduces something new. I am really grateful for
Jo’s skill and understanding and Level Water for making
these lessons possible.”

SPORTING OPPORTUNITIES AND EXCELLENCE
Aspire has a great reputation for hosting National and International events and during
2015-16 the Charity again hosted numerous Regional and National sporting events including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

National Wheelchair Tennis Championships – attracted participants from across Europe
BUCS Cross Country Championships – involving over 1500 students
British Water Polo League
National Futsal League
Regional Masters Swimming Championships
National Synchronised Swimming Championships – for the fifth consecutive year
British Gymnastics Event
National Veterans Fencing Championships

These major sporting events are supported by numerous local events and tournaments.
Oxstalls Sports Park and GL1 Leisure Centre are utilised by many national and international
athletes from a variety of sports including: athletics, tennis, martial arts, triathlon,
trampolining, hammer throwing, body building, learning disability tennis, and swimming.

HIGH QUALITY FACILITIES
Oxstalls Sports Park retained its LTA Performance Centre status and is now the only Centre in
Gloucestershire to hold this prestigious quality mark. This performance status demonstrates
the hard work our children and coaches have put into developing tennis and underlines the
importance of Oxstalls Sports Park in the South West.

ALL AGES
Connie Smith is a daily visitor to GL1 regularly taking part in group exercise classes and using
the Ladies Only Fitness (toning suite) at least four days per week. Connie is a picture of
health and looks much younger than her 82 years!

ALL ABILITIES
Eleven year old Theo Purkis has trained at
Oxstalls Sports Park since he was seven years
old and has progressed through the tennis
development programme offered by Aspire
and Gloucestershire LTA. In January 2016, Theo
became the first player from Oxstalls to be
chosen to represent Great Britain, when he was
picked to play in an International match against
France. His tremendous achievement is not only
down to Theo’s talent but the quality of the
coaching he has received over the past
five years.
Rob Fisher and Alex Hume are two talented local
tennis players who are achieving great things
in learning disability tennis and have earned
selection for the Special Olympics in Sheffield
in August 2017. Rob and Alex have won many
medals between them in both singles and
doubles but the Special Olympics, which is held
once every four years, will be the highlight of
their careers to date as over 2,500 athletes with
intellectual disabilities will be competing across
19 different sports.
Jon Whitfield was born with cerebral palsy and
walks with sticks but this has not stopped him
being an adaptive rower with Oxford Rowing
Club. Jon can be seen four days a week in the
gym or swimming pool at GL1 and his can do
attitude is an inspiration to all those around him.
During the year, Maggie Molunex who is an
Aspire member came first place in the women’s
fitness category of the UK Bodybuilding and
Fitness Federation (UKBFF). Maggie fits her
punishing training schedule (sometimes twice
per day) around looking after her young
daughter and running a business. Maggie
will now represent the UK in the European
Championships.
As well as supporting and encouraging members
of the community to achieve their potential,
Aspire Sports and Cultural Trust also encourages
and supports its staff to live a healthy lifestyle
and achieve their potential both inside and
outside the workplace. Tom Parsons is a Relief
Duty Manager at GL1 Leisure Centre and is
a keen triathlete, and following a great
performance at a qualifying event,
he was chosen to represent Great
Britain in the European Triathlon
Championships in Lisbon,
Portugal in May.

AIM 2:

To ensure that there
will be assistance for
people to achieve
a good introduction
to sport, cultural and
physical activity and
to participate and stay
involved in these pursuits
through their lives:

The Charity is passionate about ensuring that the people of
Gloucestershire have the widest possible opportunities to try a
new sport or physical activity and provide the pathways for people
to achieve whatever they want to achieve, whether that be playing a
social game with their friends to competing at the highest level. Below are
examples of good introductions to sport and some of those who are excelling.

ARCHERY
Archery has become a popular part of our regular programme and working in partnership
with Deer Park Archery Club sessions are offered in the bowls hall during the winter and
at the club’s new outdoor ground on Shurdington Road during the summer. In addition
the introduction of ‘Bambies’ (adapted archery for 5-8 year olds) has also increased
attendances and introduced younger children to this Olympic sport and been a great
addition to the Charity’s Active Life membership.

TODDLER WORLD/SOFT PLAY
Our popular Toddler World session at GL1 is available six days per week whilst the Soft Play
Fun Factory at Oxstalls is available seven days per week. Both facilities provide parents and
guardians with the opportunity to introduce their children to movement and play in a safe
and welcoming environment. This year a new baby section was added to the Toddler World
to attract the under 1 year olds!

DAVIS CUP TENNIS FOR KIDS
Following the success of Great Britain winning the Davis Cup in 2015, ending a 79 year wait
the ‘Lawn Tennis Association (LTA) developed a Davis Cup Tennis for Kids programme and
in partnership with the LTA, Oxstalls Sports Park put on six courses for children under 8 years
attracting 60 new children to the sport. In August 2016, Oxstalls Sports Park has been chosen
as one of the venues to host the Davis Cup tour and there will be an opportunity for local
people to be photographed with this fantastic trophy.

YAPS PROGRAMME
Whilst forty three Primary Schools currently attend GL1 for weekly swimming lessons
along with three nurseries and two adult and child groups (including Barnardo’s
Children’s Centre), GL1 also offers lessons for young and vulnerable parents
(YAPS) who would not normally access a swimming pool/leisure centre without the
programme. This unique programme in association with the Oaks Children Centre,
works on the five elements of “Five to Thrive”….talk, play, relax, cuddle, and respond.
The session supports positive parent child interaction, bonding and attachment,
listening skills and language development and physical activity.
In addition to the swimming programme numerous schools use both Oxstalls and GL1
for either regular physical activity sessions/lessons or for one off visits.

AIM 3:

COACHING COURSES
In partnership with our clubs and excellent coaches, Aspire offers a range of sport
specific coaching courses including: archery, badminton, balanceability, gymnastics,
mini tennis, indoor bowls, kwik cricket, tri golf and athletics. Where possible all
programmes are delivered alongside the National Governing Body scheme of work
with certificates and badges on offer when the child has fulfilled the correct criteria.

Maximise
community
involvement
in developing the
business and the
facilities:

HOLIDAY SCHEMES
The Charity offers a range of activities during school holidays with sports specific
coaching sessions such as tennis, and swimming, as well as the popular
multi-activity sessions.

ACTIVE LIFE MEMBERSHIP
As previously indicated our mission is to keep the city active and we have developed
an Active Life Membership package that ensures that everyone can take advantage
of the fantastic range of facilities and activities available from Aspire and by choosing
the right package for them can receive excellent value for money whether they are a
single adult, a young person, a family or 60+.

TRUSTEES
As indicated in the ‘Background’ section of this report, Aspire Sports and Cultural
Trust is a registered charity with every penny surplus generated being re-invested
back into improving the leisure offer to the people of Gloucestershire. The Charity
is governed by a Board of up to eleven Trustees who give strategic guidance and
support to the Charity’s Management Team. All of the Trustees are volunteers and
receive no payment for their role. The Trustees are all representatives of the local
community with representatives from Education, Business, Community, Sport, the
Voluntary Sector and the City Council.

Through their role as Trustees, and local people, they are able
to ensure that the Charity’s Management Team puts the
community at the heart of everything it does and ensures
that the community is involved in the development of
the facilities, activities or other aspects of business
of the Charity.

Other ways in which we involve the community in developing
the business and activities include:

ESANDES HAIR AND BEAUTY
Esandes are a new local business who has its first salon within the GL1 Leisure
Centre. We are delighted to be partnering with Esandes in providing additional
services to our members, customers and centre visitors that compliments the Charity’s
active lifestyle services and programmes. Esandes shape their services around the needs of
our many customers and in particular offer non-surgical beauty and relaxation treatments
to support well-being and allay the stresses of everyday life. The Esandes hairdressing service
offers a range of hairstyling and barbering services to both adults and children as well as
event and wedding styling.

CATER CATER
The Charity continues to work in partnership with Cater Cater who provide meals, snacks
and refreshments to our thousands of users and visitors to GL1 each year.
Cater Cater are a locally based company, with headquarters in Highnam, who have a
track record for providing first class catering services in the leisure, education and armed
forces sector, as well as bringing locally sourced produce to its menus. As part of the
partnership, Cater Cater work alongside us to support our charitable initiatives.

MACMILLAN CANCER SUPPORT
During the year the Charity began a partnership with
Macmillan Cancer Support to both help raise funds and
awareness and working with them on an innovative
exercise programme.
Working in conjunction with the NHS Physiotherapy
Department, GL1 was chosen to host the first gym-based
Cancer Community Care Project (the Active Everyday
programme). GL1 Fitness staff together with a specialist
cancer physiotherapist provides education, support and
exercise programmes for people affected by breast,
colorectal and prostate cancer.
On the 5th March 2016, GL1 Leisure Centre held a Family
Charity Open Weekend to raise funds for Macmillan
Cancer Support. The fun packed day featured a variety
of activities including family fun swim sessions, kids archery
and gymnastics, plus a wide range of fitness classes such as
spinning, cheerleading and box fit. Not to mention an all-day
disco dome!

Although Aspire Sports and Cultural Trust is a charity itself, it supports and helps many charities.
Below are a few examples:

ASPIRE CHRISTMAS MILE CHARITY SWIM
For the last 35 years, a Christmas mile swim has been held in GL1 or its predecessor Gloucester
Leisure Centre. In December 2015 over 200 swimmers took the plunge and raised over £1,000
towards Gloucestershire Young Carers. The Charity provided the facilities free of charge for
anyone taking part, making a donation or raising funds for the nominated charity.

PIED PIPER APPEAL
Lorraine Ryan, who is one of our spinning Instructors took part in
a ten hour cycle challenge and as she was the cyclist who
worked to her maximum capacity throughout the ten
hours she was able to nominate the Pied Piper
Appeal as the Charity to receive the donations.

AIM 4:

Attract external
funding to develop
the organisation
and maximise
the customer
experience:

Historically the Charity
has received funding from
Gloucester City Council to ensure
that all sections of the community
could access sport and culture. However,
following the Local Government Spending
Review, like many other Councils’, Gloucester
City Council have had to reduce non-statutory
spending and leisure has fallen into this category.
As a result, by the beginning of 2018/19 the Charity
will no longer receive any funding from the City Council.
However, whilst the Charity has been losing revenue
funding from the City Council it has been focusing on
generating new income streams and securing additional
funding from other partners to ensure that the Charity can
continue to provide ‘something for everyone’. Despite the
loss of over £1million of annual funding, there has been
no reduction in either the range or quality of opportunities
available to our customers.

AIM 5:

The Charity has
secured a number
of small grants to help
fund new initiatives and
activities including:

Increase in come by
providing high quality
services in a safe
environment through
a varied and dynamic
programme of events
and activities that appeal
to the local community
and visitors to
the City:

SPORTIVATE
The Charity received funding from Sport England to deliver a non-sporting physical
activity programme to inactive females between the ages of 14-24 years
of age. The 8 week programme was very successful and many of those attending
have now become regular users of the centres and become healthier and much
more active.

LTA PERFORMANCE
Oxstalls Tennis Development staff work closely with both the Lawn Tennis Association
(LTA) and the Gloucestershire LTA and deliver performance programmes on behalf
of both. This is a comprehensive programme that includes coaching, personal
development, matches and tournaments. Both the LTA and the GLTA provide funding
to the Charity to deliver this programme.

LTA DISABILITY NETWORK
The Charity was successful in receiving further funding from the Tennis Foundation to
continue the excellent work that Oxstalls Sports Park had been undertaking through
their Disability Network Club. Activator courses have been held and Oxstalls are
working closely with Worcestershire College for visually impaired tennis.

FOB SYSTEM AT THE HIGH SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
The Charity has been working with the LTA and the High School for
Girls in Gloucester to open up their tennis courts for community
access utilising a fob system and the Charity’s booking
system. Thanks to a small amount of funding from the LTA,
the scheme will be up and running this summer.

Getting more people active and increasing
participation is a key driver for the Charity.
We accept that everyone is different and we
are required to provide a varied programme
of activities and events to ensure that there is
something for everyone.

PROGRAMMING INITIATIVES
The Charity and its Staff are constantly reviewing
its various programmes to ensure that they
not only meet but exceed our customer
expectations. The Staff are always looking for
new activities or initiatives or ways to develop
the existing programme and during the last
12 months there have been a number of
developments including: handball, a new
running club, outdoor boot camps, forever fit 50+,
Myzone sessions and ultimate frisbee.

MARKETING INITIATIVES

Our marketing has seen an overhaul in the past 12 months with an evolvement of the
Aspire, GL1 and Oxstalls brands along with the creation of our very own mascot “Hexo”.
This has helped to bring the brand to life in the centres whilst also ensuring consistency
of message through our mobile app, website, signage, point of sale, collateral and
promotions. The marketing has been driven towards new customer promotions with a
strong emphasis on lead generation whilst also ensuring our existing members continue
to receive up to date information through a variety of traditional and digital methods.
Wherever possible the Charity has looked to advertise digitally to ensure our reach is
as far reaching and targeted as possible, whilst analysing our existing data linked to
Experian demographics has helped the trust to plan strategically and look to promote
to our niche audiences and align our marketing to these profiles. This has shown that
the family market is of paramount importance to the Charity and our marketing is
constantly reviewed to continue to be at the heart of the community with a strong
message linked to being active.

CLUB BEAT
Developed by one of Aspire’s
own class instructor’s this session
takes place in semi-darkness with
glow sticks, great music and a nonintimidating atmosphere. The session
has attracted many non-exercisers and
their comments include “no one can see
me and my bits jiggling” and “it does not
feel like an exercise class as it’s just so much
fun”. Club Beat classes are now held twice
per week with both classes being at
full capacity.

AIM 6:

Throughout the history of the Charity, partnerships
have been the key to our successes. As well as the
key partnership with Gloucester City Council the
Charity has developed many partnerships that have
mutual goals. Below are examples of both small and
large partnerships.

Build on our
established
partnerships and
create new
partnerships to
maximise use of
resources:

ALABARÉ GLOUCESTERSHIRE HOMES FOR VETERANS
In May 2015, Aspire Sports and Cultural Trust began a partnership with Alabaré
Gloucestershire Homes for Veterans allowing veterans to access the gym at GL1
Leisure Centre. Since the partnership began, ex-forces personnel have moved
into a range of housing options and employment and over 50% are regular
users of the gym. Neil Hunt, Team Leader at Alabaré Gloucestershire
Homes for Veterans said “that without doubt the gym project has
been a major factor in reducing stress and anxiety amongst
our veterans……and has gone a long way to helping the
veterans achieve a healthy lifestyle and the positive
mind required to successfully move on from their
situations”.

MAJOR EVENTS
As indicated earlier, Aspire has
developed a great reputation for hosting
special events and earlier some of the sporting
events hosted by the Charity were highlighted.
However in addition to sporting events the Charity
has also hosted a number of other events during the
year including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UB40 Concert
Robot Wars
Festival of Remembrance
Queen Tribute Concert
Motivational Preparation College for
Training (MPCT) Awards Ceremony.
Christmas Pantomime
Election Counts
Sports Beat
Big Health Day

The above events and many more smaller events
attract new visitors to the facilities and to the City.

The partnership between the Charity
and Alabaré Gloucestershire
Homes for Veterans is seen
as exemplary in providing
opportunity, motivation
and support for so many of
the veterans’ needs. This
partnership is an example of
how Aspire Sports and Cultural
Trust works with partners to
improve the quality of life of
those in need.

BABCOCK TRAINING

HEALTH PARTNERSHIPS

The majority of the staff employed by Aspire Sports and Cultural Trust are
local people and it is important to us as a Charity that we continue not only
to provide local employment opportunities but also provide opportunities
for people to develop careers. In partnership with Babcock Training we are
training and developing existing and new employees including a number of
Apprentices. Such an example is Shay Price who started as a Sales Apprentice in
May 2015 and has recently secured a permanent position as a Customer Advisor
at our Oxstalls Sports Park.

The Charity works with a variety of different partners to deliver health outcomes including:
• Gloucestershire Royal Delivering a LEAP programme at GL1 which is 			
Hospital NHS Trust		
designed to help those people suffering with arthritis 		
						of the lower body
• Milestone School
					
					

A gym based exercise programme that helps 15-16 			
year olds with physical and mental challenges take
a more integrated approach to physical activity

• Muslim Young Women 					
					

In partnership with Community Health Trainers 			
providing physical activity opportunities in a way that 		
complies with their cultural and religious beliefs

• 2gether Trust
					
					

In conjunction with 2gether Trust, a scheme using 			
physical activity programmes to help residents 			
who are recovering from mental health illness

AIM 7:

To expand the Charity
by managing
other facilities and
services and provide
consultancy to other
organisations to
create a successful
and sustainable
Charity:

During 2015-16 there have been a number of
changes within the Charity with a new Chairman
and new Chief Executive. As previously
indicated the Charity is also going through a
period when the funding support from the City
Council is being withdrawn so the focus of the
Charity’s attention has been on becoming
more effective and efficient within the existing
facilities and making them sustainable in their
own right. However, the Charity is continuing to
look for opportunities to manage other facilities
and ensure the long term sustainability of Aspire
Sports and Cultural Trust.

SOUND FINANCES

THE UNIVERSITY OF
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Earlier this year the University of
Gloucestershire were granted
outline planning permission for
the development of the Oxstalls/
Plock Court site. This is a major
step towards realising its ambitious
vision to develop new facilities
for teaching, business services,
sport and accommodation in
Gloucester.
The Charity has been working with
the University, the City and County
Council’s and a range of local and
national sports governing bodies
to create a new centre for sports
facilities and activities. Building
on the existing Oxstalls Sports Park
and playing fields, the plans are to
improve the facilities available to
the community and University sports
groups. The new facilities will include
two new 3G all weather pitches, a
sports hall, plus associated changing
facilities.
Work will commence on the
development in the next few months
with the new facilities being available
in 2017. The Charity will be working
closely with the University to maximise
community usage of the new facilities
during evenings, weekends and school
holidays.
Although the Charity has worked with
the University for a long time, this new
partnership can bring benefits to the whole
community as well as students.

Despite the increased competition and significant
reduction in support funding from Gloucester
City Council, total operating income for the
Charity was £3,728,349. Whilst we did fail to
achieve our overall income target for the year
by approximately £62,000 there were increases in
income in Swimming and dryside activities at GL1,
and the synthetic pitch and soft play at Oxstalls
Sports Park.
It is a credit to our Managers and their Teams
that they have been able to control and
reduce expenditure in key areas, despite a
number of pressures during the financial year. A
review of structures, staff rotas and some minor
amendments to terms and conditions have
resulted in some significant savings in staff costs
and the other main contributor to the reduction in
expenditure has been our reduction in Utility Costs,
mainly as a result of the introduction of energy
efficient measures starting to make an impact.
Given the challenges we have faced during the
year with a reduction of over £200,000 in grant
funding, we are delighted to be reporting that
we have exceeded our budgeted operational
surplus for 2015-16 which will allow the Charity to
continue to invest in the facilities and ensure that
we do not have to pass on the reduction in the
support funding to our customers. Every penny
surplus generated by the Charity is re-invested
back into the leisure facilities or the service within
Gloucestershire. As indicated earlier within this
report, the Charity has invested over £165,000 on
facility and service improvements during the year
and over £1.8million has been invested back into
the community since the Charity was established
back in 2008.
With the reduction in support funding from
Gloucester City Council reducing to zero over
the next couple of years there will be continuing
pressures on the Charity to make further savings
whilst at the same time increasing revenue.
However, despite this and the increasing
competition and challenging economic climate
we are in, we are confident that Aspire Sports
and Cultural Trust will be able to provide a quality,
value for money service, to the community of
Gloucester that is accessible to everyone.

THE FUTURE
The Local Government Spending Review has had
an impact on the provision of many discretionary
services including leisure over the past few years.
Already to date we have seen a 70% reduction
in the support funding we have received from
Gloucester City Council and this will reduce to
zero at the start of 2018. Despite this significant
reduction in our income through efficient and
effective management the Charity has been
able to continue to ensure that the facilities are
accessible to all sections of the community. We
are confident that we have built up a successful
business model that will ensure the long term
sustainability of the Charity even when the funding
support goes to zero and customers can be
confident that we will continue to deliver value for
money services to the people of Gloucestershire.
At Aspire Sports and Cultural Trust we believe
that as a local Charity leisure provider, that puts
every penny surplus we generate back into the
community, we are in the unique position of
being able to provide something for everyone
and our range of activities and affordable and
value for money prices ensure that sport, leisure
and physical activity is accessible to everyone
regardless of their circumstances. The Charity
is keen to build on the ‘family’ offer and will
continue to develop our ‘Active Life’ membership
and the range of activities that are available
within our existing facilities.
Equally we are looking outside of our existing
facilities and at other opportunities in the area to
further enhance our offer to the community and
hopefully provide new and different opportunities
for the whole family.
As identified earlier in this report, the Charity is
working closely with Gloucestershire University, the
City and County Councils to create new sports
facilities adjacent to the existing Oxstalls Sports
Park. The first of the facilities will be available to
the community in 2017 and they will provide first
class facilities for the people of Gloucestershire.

Aspire Sports and Cultural Trust
01452 396 601
www.aspiretrust.org.uk

